
























[1859-12-14; a number of pages of legal-sized paper (mostly) sewn together.  The first 
sheets appear to be the draft of a letter to the editor.] 

             2 
              Boston. Dec. 14th 1859. 
Messrs. Editors. 
  You are doubtless not aware of the return of your correspondent to his 
old quarters in the “City of Notions,, – But such is the fact.   And thinking 
you may be in want of some “Copy” for the Budget – I will endeavor once 
more to furnish you with a little – though I regret to say, it must be of a 
character which, I fear, would hardly find way into the columns of the 
Budget, were it not for its foundation motto – “Independent in everything, & 
neutral in nothing”.   John Brown, & the Harper’s Ferry affair, constitute the 
subject which I wish to take hold of – and give it a little shaking.   It is a 
subject which for several weeks past, has caused a good deal of excitement 
throughout the country.   I have myself, however, remained a passive, & 
almost indifferent spectator of the scene & the excitement, until the recent 
Union meeting in this city, which gave utterance to sentiments, with which I 
am in full sympathy.   I learn, through the medium of the papers, that the 
people of the Cape are very indignant over the execution of John Brown.   
They appear to be in pretty full sympathy with the sentiments commonly 
called the “Garisonian” – which justify & extol Capt. Brown for his rash 
attempt to carry fire, sword, & anarchy, into a peaceful community.   I wish 
to ask, Messrs Editors, how [over page, 2] it is, that men who call themselves 
Christians can approve of such a proceeding?   On what rule, or what 
principle is it justifiable?   For myself, I cannot look upon the conduct of 
John Brown, or that of those who justify him, without seeing evidence of a 
wild passion which has overleaped at once the bounds of reason & of true 
humanity.   I fully grant, there is a humane principle at the bottom of it; but 
the rash mode of carrying it out is wholly inconsistent with that principle.   
Is it right to do evil that good may come?   What kind of humanity is that, 
which would put weapons into the hands of 500,000 colored men – to 
murder in cold blood perhaps the same number of white men?   If the 
colored men were to succeed in such a contest, it would be equivalent to 
putting the reins of power into the hands of an army of murderers.   The 
Garrisonians are the first to denounce those as murderers, who engage in 
any other kind of war which does not fall in with their notions - & call those 
Anti-Christians, who justify any such war; but when it comes to a war on 
the part of slaves against their masters, they land[?] it & inflame the 
passions of men by their appeals - & stay at home & leave others to shed 
their blood & perish in the battles front.   Such a war is to them a “holy war” 
– as sacred, in their eyes, as were the Crusades in the eyes of the Catholics 
of the Dark Ages; though I am confident they would not enlist if called upon 
to do so.  Such men should not lay claim to an extra amount of Christian 
virtue.   Their mission is not one [next page, 3] of peace & good-will to man.   
However much of good-will they may seem to bear towards one class of men, 



they are full of hatred & violence towards other classes.    it is a piece of 
hypocrisy for them to say “Our Country is the world; Our countrymen are all 
mankind.”   They despise & denounce their own country as worse than 
others; & show their consistency by living in it in preference to any other.   
Their “countrymen” are specially & particularly the slaves of the South.    
  Towards other portions of their “countrymen” – such as slaveholders, 
clergymen & church members – they entertain intense hatred, & would 
rouse against them the flames of civil war to sweep them from the earth.   
John Brown, & his associates are the only ones who have had the boldness 
to make an attempt to carry out these sentiments consistently – practically 
& on a large scale.   It is probable that no other attempt of the kind could be 
so complete in its arrangements, or so well calculated for success, had 
success been possible.   Its signal and total failure is conclusive evidence, 
that this mode, which is specially the Garrisonian mode of freeing the slaves 
– cannot succeed.   There is a Power above, which did not give more success 
to this blood thirsty philanthropy – than He did to the efforts of benighted 
Christians to regain the holy sepulcher.   And it is well that the attempt at 
Harpers Ferry did not succeed.   Contemplate for a moment, the 
consequences of its success.   It was an attempt – virtually – to revolution in 
Virginia, by force of arms, by supplying weaponry of war to the slaves & to 
make them to murder their masters & their families, for ne[torn] [over page, 
4] neither male nor female, would be spared by excited, ignorant men – in 
such a contest, & to defend themselves from the attacks fo white men – 
roused to a defence of their own lives.   In such a contest all principle would 
be lost sight.   It would be a contest of races – between the blacks on the one 
side & the whites on the other – & one or the other of these races would be 
overwhelmed & destroyed.   Such an attempt on the part of the slaves, to 
regain their liberty, would raise the passions of the white race to the highest 
pitch & a war of extermination would be raised against the blacks, till there 
were either annihilated or effectually subdued to a more rigorous slavery 
than before.   The result could not be otherwise; because the whites are 
more than double the number of blacks, & well provided with arms, & 
skilled in their use, as the slaves are not.   What philanthropy would there 
be in such a scene, & such a result? 
  The slave did not respond to John Browns efforts in their behalf.   They 
either did not know enough, or they knew better than to do so. 
  May Heaven preserve them from the assistance of such a philanthropy; 
for its tender mercies are cruel!   Now, what are the legitimate fruits of this 
Garrisonian-abolition-movement of John Brown?   Look at them, & judge 
the tree by its fruit.   The people of the South are roused to a high degree of 
excitement – an excitement which does not benefit the slave – but makes his 
yoke heavier & more grievous than before.   The pro-slavery feelings of the 
south, are redoubled in strength - & even peaceable anti-slavery men are 
[torn] [torn]ly.   An anti-slavery press is destroyed [here the document abruptly 
ends, and there does not appear to be a continuing page]. 



[The next document sewn together with this group begins a poem, page 5:] 
      Official accident. 

Attention – now – while we rehearse 
In these few lines of broken verse 
A melancholy accident 
Which befel our Ex President. 

 
   Squire Thomas Hall is the man we mean 

You-all most surely have him seen 
At Lyceum – in the official chair 
I tell you what – such men are rare. 
 
But we’ll not stop to praise him now –  
But go right on to tell you how 
This dear old man most lost his sight 
On January third – last Tuesday night. 
 
Our functionary has a horse 
Whose appetite gnaws like remorse 
And Uncle Thomas generous man 
Will stop that gnawing if he can – 
 
And starve him, not because he’s old 
That he may hoard up paltry gold 
But gives him grain & hay in plenty 
If Pony is most one & twenty. 
 
So Tuesday, just at closing of day 
As for long years has been his way 
He gave his horse his dish of grain 
Regardless of his pocket’s drain 
 
Old Pony stowed the grain away 
It filled him twice as well as hay 
Shook wild his head and seemed to think 
I wish I had a little drink 

  [over page, 6] 
So – Uncle Thomas – careful man 
With speed to his chain pump he ran 
And filled his pail with sparkling drink 
For Pony’s dry – he said – I think. 
 
Into the barn he ran with haste 
Forgetting speed sometimes makes waste 
Quick placed his pail upon the floor 



And for his grain dish he reached o’er – 
 
Way over into Pony’s manger, 
(Not dreaming there was any danger) 
As he stooped down – the horse stooped up 
Misfortune is in Squire’s cup. 
 
For horses skulls are mighty hard 
And as their heads together jarred 
Dear Thomas got an awful poult 
It seemed his very brain to jolt 
 
Squires eyes are filled with shooting stars 
He think his hears the rush of cars 
His teeth seem through is jaw bones driven 
His skull he thinks is surely riven. 
 
The blood is streaming from his brow 
From deep gash – cut – we can’t tell how 
His eyelid too – the blue & black 
The shock most throws him on his back 
 
But mighty men of giant mind 
To childish tears we are ne’er inclined  
So straight he goes to Hepsey, dear  
Who bids Squire Hall – be of good cheer 

  [next page, 7] 
The flowing blood she quickly stops 
Applies some soothing – healing drops 
And comforts him as she knows welll 
(Of loving wife what tongue can tell). 
 
In praise of her – if we had time 
We sure could write a lengthy rhyme 
But we’ll stop now and close our line, 
By saying – boys if you see signs – 
 
In our Ex Presidents blacked eye 
That now has lost its twinkle sly 
Or judge from that gash in his bean 
That he has been in blackleg raw, 
 
You’ve missed a figure, tis not so 
To prove it call on Tom or Joe. 
They’ll tell you that on Tuesday night 



Squire, and his horse their heads did smite. 
 
These things are facts – you may depend 
Our mill will grind – if you will send 
The warp – the mill will find the filling –  
Now friends – we’ll close – if you are willing 
 
Right from the mill which Zack has been vamping over. 

  [The over-page, 8, is blank.] 
[A single 8 x 10 sheet sewn into the package, page 9:] 

  Persons making remittances to us for the Budget are requested to be 
careful about the $100 bills, as there are counterfeits of these denomination 
on the Brighton Market Bank.   I say, there are counterfeit $100 bills on the 
Brighton Market Bank in circulation.  Friends, look out.   I say, look out. 
 
         Bad Spelling 
I sometimes think the schoolmaster must have gone home – at any rate is 
now “abroad” – from the bad spelling with which we meet.   There are men 
who write an elegant hand – writing-masters, or worthy to be so – whose 
orthography would be sing even to Phonography.   How is it that men can 
live year after year, read the public journals, periodicals and books, with 
which every house is well supplied, and continue to be such bad spellars is 
more than I can understand, without ascribing the cause to carelessness 
and inattention.   There is something about a slovenly spellar that leads us 
to think much less of him, though his personal appearance and address is 
unexceptionable. 
  Correct spelling is of good deal of consequence – as facts – if presented to 
public observation would show.   To many, far too many, do not know how 
to spell the most common words required for carrying on an epistolary [over 
page is blank, 10; next page, 11] correspondence.   Such persons lack careful 
observation, or the fault would soon cease to exist.   Ask some of these, 
grown to be men, perhaps fathers of families – why they are not better 
spellars – and they will most likely tell you, that their opportunities for 
attending school in their day were quite limited, and that they will consider 
a sufficient and justifiable excuse.   Dies it ever occur to such that they in 
their daily reading of books – periodicals &c. have as good opportunity for 
improving their spelling as the scholar attending school. 
  It becomes such to hear this idea in mind in their daily readings – and it 
becomes our teachers to be more particularly careful in teaching 
orthography, and especially so when their pupils begin to write 
compositions. 
             Orthography 
[Overpage, page 12, is blank.] 

[The last sheets are legal-sized, in the same hand as the first. starting with page 13:] 
For the Budget. 



  It is to be hoped that the “Budget and Lyceum – or perhaps – more 
properly the Lyceum and the Budget (for I suppose the Budget grew out of 
the Lyceum) are to be numbered among our institutions – and valuable they 
are as institutions – and capable of still further development.   They are 
regarded – I fear, to much in the light of mere amusement.   Not, but what, 
as amusements they may answer a valuable purpose – but it is as a source 
of intellectual improvement, that they ought to be particularly regarded.   
One of the wisest, as well as the wittiest of the sons of men, has said – that 
“reading makes the full man – conversations the ready man, and writing the 
exact man” 
  Now, it is evident that in the “Lyceum & Budget,” we have the stimulants 
to reading, utterance, and writing.   But reading is the foundation of most of 
our knowledge – 
  And what higher delight is the mind capable of than the attainment of 
knowledge?  
  Whatever can make the past, the distant, or the future predominate over 
the present, will most certainly advance us in dignity of intellectual beings.   
I should envy no man – were he as rich as “Croesus” – who could be 
indifferent to the great deeds, and heroic achievements of past generations 
of heroes.   It is one of the provinces of the Lyceum – the create a taste for 
reading in the minds of the young.  Too much prominence may be given to 
the discussion of questions of present and practical interest.  [over page, 14]  
There is little danger that we shall not be sufficiently interested in questions 
that are now in every man’s mouth.  But if we can start subjects that will 
create a desire for more knowledge of history – a wider survey of the 
manners and customs of mankind – more comprehensive speculation upon 
the tendencies of the human mind in general – or minute attention to the 
operation of our understanding we shall have made quite an advance in 
mental improvement.   If the Lyceum could wake up the dormant minds of 
the community, & lead men & boys to look into books for facts from past 
history it would be a great point gained.   With boys and young men this 
might not be very difficult – but a taste for reading – if not formed in youth, 
is hard to be acquired in middle age.   It is a curious – and still an 
established fact – that men who take the liveliest interest in events that are 
chronicled in the newspapers of the day – although they are entirely 
ignorant of all the parties and nowise affected by the transactions – are yet 
indifferent to the most thrilling incidents and grand narratives of the 
historian.   Viewed as facts affecting our interest – one is just as important 
as the other. 
  Still – many can only feel interest in things near.   Could by any mind be 
awakened to the extent that things past & remote can interest them – it is 
obvious that a wide field is opened for mental enjoyment.   Instead of being 
confined to the news of the papers of the day – they might roam over the 
whole world – in search of themes for excitement.   The want of society is not 



such a loss [next page, 15] to a man who can hold conversation with other 
minds through the medium of books. 
  But to return to our Lyceum.   It appears desirable to discuss – 
principally – such questions as shall advance us somewhat in the flowery 
paths of knowledge.   If we confine our discussions however – too much to 
metaphysics & historical questions – there is danger, perhaps, as some 
might think – of too little excitement – although in this Lyceum – questions 
that elsewhere would stir up the fever of rage – have here become quite 
commonplace.   This much is plain.   That on many questions no great 
advancement can be made.   It is reasoning in a circle.   Like a horse in a 
treadmill – though constantly traveling – no progress is made.   If – then – 
we would have the Lyceum a source of the greatest improvement – it 
behooves us – to study our subject at home – and bring to the discussion of 
the question the best product of our minds. 
  And I look at the Budget as the great pillar of the Lyceum.   Let those of 
your youth – young men & maidens – who lack confidence to speak in our 
Lyceum – or are otherwise debarred from participation in our debates – 
bring to the Budget their choicest gifts.  Try it.   You all have thoughts.   Put 
them into the Budget.   Success to the Lyceum and the Budget.   May their 
laurels ever be green. ––––– 
              Nobscussett. 
  So Mot It Be!   And may the closing lines of our correspondent be kept 
green in the memories of those to whom they are addressed – may they 
ponder upon them cherish & nourish them – till they wax mighty – & bring 
forth fruit.   [end, page 16 is blank] 
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